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• Today’s Editor: Ben

• Tomorrow: India

• Next Week: Matt, Beth,
Elizabeth, Weier, Evan

Puzzle: One day, a person went
to horse racing area, Instead of
counting the number of human
and horses, he instead counted
74 heads and 196 legs. Yet he
knew the number of humans and
horses there. How did he do
it, and how many humans and
horses are there?

Math Olympics Report: Round
1 was marked by exceptional vi-
ciousness: 17 fouls were called,
8 yellow cards given, 3 red cards
given, 7 players each fined over
$10,000, and 2 players banned
for life. Even with the rough
play, the WOMOs captured first
with an amazing 3 players scor-
ing in the top 4. The battle for
the rest of the spots was incred-
ibly close with a tie for 2nd be-
tween Team 3 and the Better Pen-
guins. The Penguins were close
behind in 4th and the Newton’s
just a few points behind in 5th.
The standings:

Team Points
WOMO 8
Team 3 4
Better Penguins 4
Penguins 2
Newton’s 1

Mathematician of the Day

Rolf Nevanlinna - Finland 1895-1980

• Rolf Nevanlinna’s interests at school were firstly classics, secondly
mathematics. However he read Lindelöf’s Introduction to Higher Anal-
ysis before going to university and became an enthusiastic analyst for
the whole of his life.

• Rolf entered Helsinki University in 1913. There he was inspired by
Lindelöf’s teaching. He avoided military service since he was too light
and continued his studies throughout the war years. His thesis was
presented in 1919, and he applied the care and attention to detail in
this which was to typify all his work.

• University posts were not available in Finland in 1919 so Nevanlinna
became a school teacher. In 1920 he received an invitation from Ed-
mund Landau to go to GÃűttingen but he did not accept immediately.
He became a lecturer at Helsinki University in 1922 but he did not give
up school teaching until he was appointed professor at Helsinki in 1926.
He remained there for the rest of his life except for extensive travels he
made to many countries.

• His most important work was on harmonic measure (which he in-
vented). He also developed the theory of value distribution named
after him. The main results of Nevanlinna theory appeared in a 100
page paper in 1925.

Info From: http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Mathematicians/Nevanlinna.html



Notes

Homework: Review 4.4, 4.5, Read 4.6

Outline

More on Relations

- ordering

- closure

- equivalence relations

Second Round of Math Olympics

Kalculus with Kate


